At Last!
A Smart Chart Recorder

The M-3000 Signal Processing Center combines data capture and computer analysis in a single, powerful, microcomputer-based system. Both waveform data and processed values are presented simultaneously on the same document, either during or after the experiment. Acquisition, analysis, and control are handled by XYZ, a unique spreadsheet program that allows researchers to customize protocols for each experiment with no programming. These features offer the medical researcher:

- Reduction in Project Development Time by 40% to 50%
- Elimination of repetitious calculations
- Ability to observe trends as they occur
- Easy interpretation of integrated waveform and computed information

The system is complete with an 8-channel amplifier, high-speed 8-channel A/D, high-resolution color display with real-time scrolling, advanced microprocessor, and digital chart recorder with 8-channel thermal print head.

The M-3000 can be used for Cardiovascular, Tissue Bath, Pulmonary, Neuro, and Other Studies.

Mi²
Modular Instruments, Inc.
PO Box 447
Southeastern, PA 19399
215-640-9292
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In 1988, Chemofux Ges. m. b. H., A-1070 Vienna, Neustiftgasse 119, Austria, will award an **AS 100,000--**.

**RESEARCH PRIZE**

to a scientific paper on

**BONE AND MINERAL METABOLISM.**

All interested researchers are invited to participate.

The papers should deal with the biochemistry, physiology, pathophysiology or clinical aspects of calcium and phosphate metabolism. The prize-winning entry will be characterized by its originality of theoretical approach or methodological implementation, and will focus on one of the following aspects:

- Systemic and local regulation of calcium and phosphate homeostasis.
- Molecular biology of cellular calcium and phosphate transport systems.
- Mechanisms involved in the calcification of bone tissue, bone formation and resorption.
- Regulation of bone metabolism.
- Calcium requirements of and calcium supply to, the body.
- Role of impaired calcium and phosphate metabolism in the pathogenesis of various diseases.

All entries must be original articles published no earlier than 1987 or which have ascertenably been accepted for publication. If several authors are responsible for a paper intended for entry, the submitting author must obtain and submit the written consent of the coauthor(s) to the effect that they agree that their paper is submitted and that the prize money will either be equally shared or that the coauthor(s) waive their claims to the prize money.

The submitting author must also declare that the paper in question has not simultaneously been entered for another prize or award and has not been awarded a prize before.

All entries will be submitted for appraisal to an international jury. Head juror: M. Peterlik, Vienna. Other members of the jury:
- J. P. Bonjour (Geneva), E. Bronner (Farmington), E. Carafoli (Zurich), D. V. Cohn (Louisville), A. Kleemann (Frankfurt), P. Lemberg (Graz), P. Meunier (Lyon), C. H. van Os (Nijmegen), L. G. Raisz (Farmington), E. Rüt (Heidelberg), R. H. Stern (Chicago), J. Suk (Vienna), R. H. Wassermann (Birmingham), R. Zeigler (Heidelberg).

The jury may share the prize among no more than two equally deserving entries and reserves the right not to award the prize to any entry should the quality of the papers be too low.

Entries should be submitted by June 1, 1988 at the latest to

Univ.-Prof. Dr. Meinrad Peterlik
Institut für allgemeine und experimentelle
Pathologie der Universität Wien
Währinger Strasse 13
A-1090 Wien
Austria

All entries should be accompanied by a short academic CV and a list of publications (only original papers) by the submitting author, as well as the above-mentioned written consent of the coauthor(s).

The prize-awarding ceremony will be held in Vienna in autumn 1988.
When you develop a new product, you need accessible but detailed patent information. AgPat and PharmPat, two new CAS ONLINE patent files available only on STN International give you this critical information in an easily searchable form at an affordable price.

- AgPat offers access to thousands of chemical and biochemical patents related to agriculture and pest control.
- PharmPat includes thousands of patents in pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemistry, biotechnology, and other drug-related fields.

AgPat and PharmPat also give you enhanced, easy-to-scan CA abstracts, additional CAS index entries, and international coverage from 1987 with biweekly updates. You can find:

- abstracts including structure diagrams from Chemical Abstracts®
- comprehensive substance and use indexing
- uses and advantages information
- indexing of drug formulations
- summaries of claims and indexing of claimed substances and uses

You pay only $25 to open your STN account. You then pay for only the online time, telecommunications charges, search terms, and retrieved information.

Send for more details today. Find out how AgPat and PharmPat can help you turn your new ideas into usable - and profitable - products.

□ YES! Please send me information about the new CAS ONLINE AgPat and PharmPat files. And tell me more about searching on STN International.

Name
Title/Department
Address
Telephone

Mail to:
STN International, Dept. 31888
c/o Chemical Abstracts Service
P.O. Box 02228
Columbus, OH 43202 U.S.A.
Phone: (614) 421-3731 or 1-800-848-6538 (ask for Customer Service)
A lab assistant you can lean on

A new lab manual is turning up in research centers around the country and is fast becoming a favorite with experimental biologists. Not surprising, when you consider all it has to offer.

CURRENT PROTOCOLS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY includes a remarkable range of basic and alternate protocols, support protocols, troubleshooting guidance, and key references. Every one of these protocols has been thoroughly tested in leading research labs. Think of the savings in time and wasted effort that kind of assistance represents.

Your copy of CPMB comes ready to work, with a looseleaf binding and an easel backing that stands up on your lab bench. Most important, CPMB is always up to date. You don't have to wait years for the best new techniques to filter down to you or search them out in journals. With CPMB, the best new protocols are rushed to you every three months through a special update service.

Thanks to the most recent advances in desktop publishing, we are able to rush you the newest protocols-ready for you to insert into your manual and start using immediately. Because our editors are in touch with a worldwide network of your colleagues—today's most active researchers—new techniques reach you more quickly than ever before, literally a few months after they're tested and established.

**Sound like the kind of assistance you should have?**

**CURRENT PROTOCOLS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY**  
c/o John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  
601 West State Street—PO Box 96  
Media, PA 19063-9990

Please send me CURRENT PROTOCOLS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY for a 15-day free trial. At the end of that time, I will either honor your invoice for $140.00 (plus postage, handling, and my local sales tax) or return the reference without further obligation. I understand that if I keep the reference, it will be kept continuously current through supplementation (issued four times a year at a total cost of $95.00, billed with the first supplement), and sent on approval.

1-82584-0 $140.00

☐ Bill me ☐ Bill my firm or institution PO

☐ Check enclosed. PA residents enclose 6% sales tax. NY residents enclose 4% sales tax. (Wiley pays postage and handling)

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

X Signature ____________________________  (Your order cannot be accepted unless signed)

Export price is $150.00 and includes air shipment. All foreign orders must be prepaid.

WILEY

Published by Greene Publishing Associates and John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
By making our online biomedical information easier to use, we've opened the door for more users. You, for instance.

If you're a physician or researcher in a medical, clinical, university, or scientific environment, our new Dialog Medical Connection™ could very well be the research tool you've been looking for.

Dialog is already the choice of the majority of information specialists. So you'll be using the most sought after information available.

Now it's easy to have fast access to the major biomedical databases like MEDLINE.

Or BIOSIS PREVIEWS, giving you world wide coverage of research in the life sciences.

Or NEWSEARCH, one of many general reference databases providing a daily index of articles and book reviews from over 1700 of the most important newspapers, magazines and periodicals.

So it's easy to stay well informed on virtually any topic that's important.

Best of all, you don't have to be an online professional to use Dialog Medical Connection. Because it offers an easy to follow menu for new users and a command mode for more experienced searchers.

There's no reason not to have instant access to information you need when you need it. All you need is a personal computer, a modem, and Dialog Medical Connection.

Call Dialog today and ask about our special incentives for first-time users including $100 free time.

1-800-3-DIALOG. Or write Dialog Marketing, 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
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